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Chapter 1 
About this Guide 

 

 

The Maxta MxInsight Management Interface allows you to manage Maxta virtual machines, take snapshots, 
and create clones from a single user interface. Additionally, from MxInsight, you can view performance 
information, generate logs, and apply the Maxta license. 

This guide provides information about, and how to use, MxInsight. Additionally, a quick start chapter covering 
common tasks is also included. This guide is organized as follows: 

• Launching MxInsight 

• Quick start 

• Setting up MxInsight 

• Viewing cluster information in MxInsight 

• Using MxInsight to manage your cluster 
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Chapter 2 
Launching MxInsight from Your Web Browser 

 

 

 
After installation, launch the MxInsight management interface. 

MxInsight is the Maxta Storage Platform's web-based monitoring and administration interface for your Maxta 
cluster. 

The following web browsers are supported by Maxta: 

• Internet Explorer 11 

• Edge 14 and newer 

• Chrome 50 and newer 

• Firefox 50 and newer 

• Safari 10 and newer 

MxInsight is optimized to be viewed at a minimum screen resolution of 1280x1024 for PC and Mac. Viewing 
at a lower resolution may cause issues with scrolling in the dashboard. If your screen does not support this 
resolution: 

1. Adjust your screen to its highest resolution setting. 

2. Adjust the zoom level in your Web browser until you can scroll with no issues. To 

launch MxInsight: 

1. In a web browser, enter the Maxta management server's IP address. 

2. Enter your vCenter login credentials and click Login. 
The MxInsight management interface appears displaying the Dashboard 

 

 
 

3. To end your session, click Logout located at the upper right corner of the management interface. 

Note: MxInsight times out after 30 minutes of inactivity. Restart your session by refreshing your 
web browser and then re-entering your login credentials. 
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Chapter 3 
Quick Start 

 
 

 
Once you have installed MxSP you can use MxInsight to manage your Maxta cluster. 

This topic provides instructions for commonly performed tasks using MxInsight after installing MxSP. 
 

 
 
 

Verify Your Cluster Resources 

Once you have installed and activated MxSP, use MxInsight to verify your Maxta cluster's capacity, node, 
and host information, as well as check the status of your network. 

 

1. Launch MxInsight. 
The Dashboard appears displaying summary and statistical information about your Maxta cluster. 

2. In the Storage tile, verify that the total displayed storage space is correct. 

3. In the Physical Inventory tile, verify that the total number of nodes and disks is correct. 

4. Verify that your disk resources' capacity, number, and type are correctly identified by MxSP in the 
Storage Pool Table on the Disk Information screen by clicking Monitoring > Disks > Storage Pool 
Table. 

 

5. Verify your nodes are online and the nodes' names, resources, usage, and IP addresses are correctly 
displayed on the Nodes screen by clicking Configuration > Nodes. 

 
 

Set Up Alert Notifications 

Stay up-to-date with the status of your cluster by setting up alert thresholds and alert email notifications. 

Alerts and alert notifications are set up in the Administration menu group of the MxInsight management 
interface. This involves setting the threshold levels and configuring email alert notifications. 

1. Launch MxInsight. 

2. Click Administration > Settings. 

3. Set the alert threshold levels and configure email notifications. See Viewing and Changing Threshold 
Levels on page 11 and Configuring Email Notifications on page 11. 

 
 

Create a Virtual Machine 
 

Use MxInsight to create a VM. 

Note: Some administration tasks will fail if performed prior to activating your license. Be sure to 
activate your license upon completing installation. 
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1. Click Configuration > VMs. 

2. Click  (Add VM). 

3. Enter the information as required in the Create VM wizard. 

4. Click Create VM. 

5. Repeat this procedure for any additional VMs you wish to create. 
 

For complete information about using the Create VM wizard, refer to Creating Virtual Machines on page 

31. 

 

Create a Snapshot 
 

Snapshots of your cluster's VMs are easily created using MxInsight. 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 
The VMs screen appears. 

 

2. From the VMs list, select the virtual machine from which you wish to create a snapshot. 

3. Click  (Take Snapshot). 

4. Enter the information requested in the Take Snapshot of <VM name> dialog box. 

5. Click Take Snapshot. 

6. Repeat for any additional snapshots you wish to create. 
 

For complete information about the Take Snapshot of <VM name> dialog box, refer to Creating a 

Snapshot on page 36. 

 

Create a Snapshot Policy 
 

Periodic snapshots of VMs can be easily scheduled by created by creating a snapshot policy. 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshot Policies. 

2. Click  (Create Policy). 

The Add New Snapshot Policy wizard appears. 

3. Enter the information requested in the Add New Snapshot Policy wizard. 

4. Click Create. 
 

For complete information about using the Create VM wizard, refer to Creating Virtual Machines on page 

31. 
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Clone a Virtual Machine 
 
 

 

Use MxInsight to quickly create a readable and writeable clone of a virtual machine for different 
environments. 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 

2. From the VMs list, select the virtual machine you wish to clone. 

3. Click (Clone VM). 

The Clone VM <VM name> dialog box appears. 

4. Enter the requested information in the Clone VM <VM name> dialog box. 

5. Click Clone VM. 
 

For comprehensive information about cloning a VM, refer to Cloning a Single Virtual Machine on page 

36. 

 

Clone Snapshots 
 

Create multiple clones of snapshots using the MxInsight. 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshots. 

2. From the snapshot list, select the snapshot you wish to clone. 

3. Click  (Clone VM from Snapshot). 

The Clone VMs from Snapshot <Snapshot name> wizard appears. 

4. Enter the requested information in the Clone VMs from Snapshot <Snapshot name> wizard. 

5. Click Create Clone(s). 
 

For comprehensive information about the Clone VMs from Snapshot <Snapshot name> wizard, see 

Cloning Multiple Virtual Machines on page 39. 

 

Deploy a Virtual Machine from a Template 

Virtual machines deployed from templates in vSphere can be managed by MxSP using the MxInsight 
management interface. 

Create a virtual machine template and deploy a virtual machine from the template as described in 
vSphere Virtual Machine Administration located in http://www.vmware.com/support/pubs. 

Note: When cloning a virtual machine, MxSP automatically creates a snapshot of the virtual 
machine and then the clone is created from that snapshot. The snapshot resides in the Maxta 
datastore, however the snapshot does not appear in MxInsight's inventory. 

http://www.vmware.com/support/pubs
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During deployment, be sure to specify the Maxta cluster and Maxta datastore when entering datastore 
information. This allows you to view and manage the virtual machine in MxInsight. 
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Chapter 4 
Setting Up MxInsight 

 

 

 
MxInsight allows you to customize alert threshold levels and configure email settings to receive email alerts. 

Configuration is performed using the Administration menu group. 

 

Viewing and Changing Threshold Levels 

Thresholds are set in percentage and are used to trigger alerts. By default, all thresholds are set to 75%. 

Threshold alert settings can be set for cluster and storage pool usage, the storage namespace database, 
Metadev usage, and SSD wear. For example, if you set the cluster usage threshold to 50%, an alert will be 
triggered when the cluster usage reaches 50%. 

 

 

To view and change threshold levels: 

1. Click Administration > Settings > Threshold Levels. 

2. Change threshold values by dragging each threshold's slider to the desired value. 

3. Click Apply to apply the new threshold levels. 
 
 

Configuring Email Notifications 

The Settings screen allows you to configure email alerts. 

To configure email alerts: 

1. Click Administration > Settings > Email Configuration. 

2. Click  (Modify). 

The Sender Email Configuration dialog box appears. 

3. In the Email Address field, enter the email address from which MxInsight alerts will be sent and click 
Submit. 

4. To add email subscribers (recipients of email alert notifications), click  (Add). 

The Add a New Subscriber dialog box appears. 

5. Enter the subscriber's name and email address in the UserName and Email Address fields and click 
Add. 

6. If you wish to delete a subscriber, select the recipient from the subscriber list and then click  
(Delete). 

Caution: Maxta reserves 10% capacity on each storage pool. Therefore, a storage pool cannot 
be more than 90% full. Performance degrades as the pool's capacity usage nears 75%. It is 
recommended to set the storage usage threshold from 70 to 80%. 
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Chapter 5 
Viewing Information in the MxInsight Management 
Interface 

 
 

Upon launching MxInsight, the Dashboard appears. The Dashboard provides a high-level summary view of your 
Maxta cluster. It is the default screen when you log into MxInsight. 

MxInsight is navigated using the menu bar located across the top of the screen. The menu bar contains four 
menu groups (Dashboard, Monitoring, Configuration, and Administration), each of which are described in 
detail. 

The following topics describe how navigate and view cluster information in MxInsight. Presentation of this 
information in this document follows the layout of MxInsight's menu groups, moving from left to right, and top 
to bottom through each menu group. 

 
 

The Dashboard 

The Dashboard provides a high-level summary view of your cluster and is the default screen upon logging 
into MxInsight. 

You can easily navigate back to the Dashboard from any screen in MxInsight by clicking Dashboard from 
the menu bar. 

The Dashboard is organized in three distinct areas: navigation bar, menu bar, and informational tiles as 
shown in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 1: Dashboard Overview 

 
Navigation Bar 

The navigation bar is located at the top of the MxInsight interface and appears on every screen. 
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Figure 2: Navigation Bar 

The navigation bar displays: 

• The name of the Maxta cluster. Clicking the cluster name displays the cluster's details including the 
vCenter IP address, Management Server IP address, and MxSP version. 

• The total number of cluster alerts. Clicking the alerts counter opens the Alerts page. 

• The user name logged into the current MxInsight session. Clicking the user name displays the option to 
log out of the MxInsight session. 

 
Menu Bar 

MxInsight's menu bar allows you to navigate all available function of the MxInsight interface. 

The menu bar is located directly below the navigation bar, and like the navigation bar, the menu bar 
appears on every MxInsight screen. 

 

 

Figure 3: Menu Bar 

Clicking Dashboard returns you to the Dashboard screen. 

There are three menu groups displayed on the menu bar. They are described as follows: 

 
Table 1: Menu Groups 

 

 
Monitoring Clicking displays links to monitor: 

• Cluster statistics 

• Disk usage 

• Cluster alerts 

• In-progress and completed 
tasks 

• Status of VM resyncs 

• Cluster events 
 
 
 

 
 

Menu Group Description Navigation 
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Menu Group Description Navigation 

Configuration Clicking allows you to create, 
administer, and manage: 

 

• VMs 

• Snapshots 

• Snapshot policies 

• Nodes 
 
 

 
 

Administration Clicking allows you to access and 
manage: 

• MxSP and MxInsight settings 

• MxSP license 

• Support logs 
 
 

 
 

 
Dashboard Tiles 

 

The MxInsight dashboard includes tiles, which provide real-time, at-a-glance, information about your 
Maxta cluster. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Dashboard Tiles 
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Tiles provide the following information: 

 
Table 2: Tile Descriptions 

 

 
Storage Displays the cluster's total space, percentage of used space, and compression 

ratio. Clicking this tile directs you to the Cluster Statistics screen. 
 

 

CPU Displays your cluster's total processing power, available processing power, 
current percentage of usage. 

 
 

Memory Displays the cluster's total, free, and used memory capacity. 
 

 

Alerts Displays the number of alerts for the cluster. A check mark icon is displayed 
if there are no alerts. A warning icon is displayed if any system warnings are 
present. An x icon is displayed if there are any critical alerts. Clicking this tile 
directs you to the Alerts screen. 

 
 

Data Resiliency Displays the number of in-process and pending resyncs. Clicking this tile directs 
you to the VM Resyncs screen. 

 
 

Network Displays the link speed and whether NIC teaming is enabled. 
 

 

Cluster Status Displays the total number of cluster resources—nodes, disks, and disk roles— 
and if they are online. 

 
 

Performance Displays IOPs, latency, and throughput performance for the last 24 hours. 
Clicking this tile directs you to the Cluster Statistics screen. 

 
 

Virtualization Displays the hypervisor and manager version. 
 

 

Cluster Info Displays the cluster name, status of vSphere HA, vCenter IP address, and 
installed MxSP version. 

 
 

Virtual Inventory Displays the total number of VMs and snapshots in the cluster. Clicking the VM 
portion of the tile directs you to the VMs screen. Clicking the Snapshot portion 
of the tile directs you to the Snapshots and Snapshots Policies screen. 

 
 

Activity Displays all recent tasks and logged events for the last 24 hours. Clicking the 
Tasks portion of the tile directs you to the Recent Tasks screen. Clicking the 
Events portion of the tile directs you to the Events screen. 

 
 

 
 

The Monitoring Menu Group 

The Monitoring menu group allows you to view information about your cluster's health and performance 
statistics. 

The Monitoring menu group allows you to view information about the following: 

• Statistics 

• Disks 

• Alerts 

• Tasks 

• VM Resyncs 

Tile Description 
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• Events 

 
Viewing Cluster Statistics 

The Cluster Statistics screen allows you to view cluster-wide performance statistics, as well as 
performance statistics per node, or per each node's resource or storage (Maxta) pool(s). 

 

 

To access statistics information, click Monitoring > Statistics. 

Capacity, IOPs, latency, and throughput performance statistics are displayed at the cluster and node levels. 
Capacity and latency statistics are displayed at the resource and Maxta pool levels. Statistics from the    
last half hour to the last week can be selected for display. The title of the screen updates to reflect the 
selected period. 

The left-side of the screen provides navigation allowing you to select the cluster, a specific node, or a 
node's resource or Maxta pool. The center of the screen displays a graphical presentation of the 
capacity, IOPs, latency, and throughput performance for the cluster or selected node. If a node's 
resource or Maxta pool is selected, graphs of capacity and latency are displayed. The graph 
provides plotted points (per the selected duration) displaying that moment's collected information. This 
information is revealed by hovering your mouse over a point on the graph. The final plotted point on each 
graph corresponds to the data displayed for each statistic at the far right of the screen. 

The right-side of the screen provides the most current data for each displayed statistic, as identified by 
the time and date stamp. 

By default, statistics for the entire cluster for the last hour are displayed when accessing the Cluster 
Statistics screen. 

 

 

• Capacity - the cluster's capacity usage and availability in GB. A line graph using the used capacity as 
data points is provided displaying the usage trend. 

• IOPs - the number of read and write operations in your cluster. 

• Use this performance metric to determine if there are trends regarding large IOPs dips during 
read and write operations. 

Note: Maxta’s capacity optimization can result in capacity reporting anomalies in vSphere. 
The reported capacity in vSphere reflects capacity before considering Maxta's capacity 
optimization. For true capacity reporting, refer to MxInsight's Cluster Statistics screen. 
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• Any IOPs issues may indicate that there is an issue with your hardware, software, and/or network 
setup. 

• Latency - the cluster's read and write latency. 

• Use this performance metric to determine if there are any trends regarding high latency spikes 
during read and write operations. 

• Any latency issues may indicate that there is an issue with your hardware, software, and/or 
network setup. 

• Throughput - the throughput (in B/s) for reads and writes in your cluster. 

• As with the latency and IOPs metrics, use the throughput performance metric to determine if there 
are any throughput anomalies during read and write operations. 

• Any significant throughput decreases may indicate that there is an issue with your hardware, 
software, and/or network setup. 

 
Viewing Disk Information 

Clicking the Disks menu link opens Disk Information displaying graphed and tabularized information 
about each node's disks in the Maxta cluster. 

To access this information, click Monitoring > Disks. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Viewing Disk Information - Storage Pool Chart 

• The top portion of the Disk Information screen displays all nodes in the cluster, each node's IP 
address, storage resources, status, and the node's configured use. 

• Directly below the listed nodes is a graphical representation of the currently selected node. 

• By default, the Storage Pool Chart is displayed. The pool chart presents disk and metadata capacity 
and their representative usage in a bar graph. For all-flash clusters, metadata is displayed with a value 
of zero. 

Clicking Storage Pool Table presents the nodes' disk capacity and usage information in tabular form. 

Note: The Maxta name under the Node Name column maps to the IP address as displayed under 
the IP column. The IP address can be used to determine the corresponding host name. 
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Figure 6: Viewing the Storage Pool Table 

Clicking Disk Detail Table presents the nodes' disk capacity and wear information in tabular form. For all- 
flash clusters, there is an additional Role column identifying the SSD as a resource or storage drive. 

 

 

Figure 7: Viewing the Disk Detail Table 

 
Viewing Alerts 

All Maxta alerts are displayed on the Alerts screen. An alert indicates that a critical event has occurred on 
the cluster that requires action. 

There is an important distinction between events and alerts. 

• Events are logged as changes occur on your cluster that may be of interest to you or require your 
attention. For example, an event is logged if a disk is pulled resulting in the migration of a VM replica; 
events are logged for the start and completion of the migration process. 

• Alerts are critical events that require your action. For example, a node or disk failure will trigger an 
alert. 

To view Maxta alerts, click Monitoring > Alerts. 

You can also view alerts by clicking the alert icon ( ) located at the top right corner of every screen in 

the MxInsight interface. 

The Alerts screen allows you the option to view New Alerts and Acknowledged Alerts. By default, new 
alerts are displayed. 

• Any new, unacknowledged alerts, result in a warning icon displayed in the Alerts panel of the 
Dashboard (see The Dashboard on page 12). 

• To acknowledge new alerts, select an alert and click Acknowledge or click Acknowledge All to 
acknowledge all new alerts. This moves the selected alerts to the Acknowledged Alerts list and clears 
the alert warning on the Dashboard. 

The resulting lists displays the following information: 
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Table 3: Alert List Column Descriptions 
 

 
Severity The severity of the alert. Alert severities can be INFO, WARNING, or CRITICAL. 

Source The component that triggered the logged. 

Timestamp The date and time the alert was logged. 
 

 

State The alert state. 
 

 

Category The component for which the alert was logged. 
 

 

Description The alert description. 
 

 

MxSP generates the following alert categories and states: 

 
Table 4: Alert States and Categories 

 

 
Node 

Node ID is displayed. 

NODE_ADDED Indicates that a node 
has been added to the 
cluster. 

This state occurs during 
initial installation of 
MxSP and when adding 
a new node to an 
existing cluster. 

None. 

 
 

NODE_UPDATEDIndicates that a node 
has been upgraded. 

 
ONLINE Indicates that a node is 

online. 

This state typically 
occurs if a node has 
been marked as 
missing, a failed node 
has been replaced and 
brought back online, 
or if a node has been 
upgraded. 

Continue monitoring the node to 
determine if the node moves to the 
ONLINE state. 

Continue monitoring the node 
to determine if it remains in a 
consistent ONLINE state. 

If the state continually shifts from 
ONLINE to MISSING, collect Maxta 
and VMware support logs and 
contact Maxta Support for the 
recommended course of action. See 
Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

 
 

MISSING Indicates that a node 
has been marked 
as missing from the 
cluster. 

If the node remains in 
the MISSING state for 
longer than 12 hours, 

Continue monitoring the state of the 
node. 

Collect the Maxta and VMware 
support logs and contact Maxta 
Support for the recommended 
course of action. See Support and 
Other Resources on page 62. 

Category State Description Recommended Action 

Column Name Description 
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it will be marked as 
FAILED. 

If the status changes from MISSING 
to FAILED, contact Maxta Support 
for the recommended course of 
action. 

 
 

FAILED Indicates that a node 
has failed and needs to 
be replaced. 

Collect Maxta and VMware support 
logs and contact Maxta Support for 
the recommended course of action. 
See Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

Replace the node. See the Maxta 
Storage Platform Service Guide. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
HDD 

Disk ID is displayed. 

CLEANING_UP Indicates that MxSP is 
preparing the node for 
removal. 

 
PINGING Indicates that the ESXi 

host is still reachable 
on the network. The 
node will not be 
completely cleaned 
up and removed from 
the cluster because 
the IP address used by 
the VM kernel is still 
pingable. 

CLEANUP_DONE Indicates that a node 
that was marked for 
removal can be safely 
removed. 

ONLINE Indicates that a disk is 
online. 

This state typically 
occurs if a disk has been 
replaced and brought 
back online. 

Continue monitoring the node's 
state. When the state transitions to 
CLEANUP DONE, you can proceed 
with replacement. 

Power off the ESXi host to proceed 
with node removal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Proceed with your node 
replacement. See The Maxta 
Storage Platform Service Guide. 

 

Continue monitoring the disk 
to determine if it remains in a 
consistent ONLINE state. 

If the state continually shifts from 
ONLINE to MISSING, collect Maxta 
and VMware support logs and 
contact Maxta Support for the 
recommended course of action. See 
Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

 
 

MISSING Indicates that and HDD 
has been marked as 
missing. 

Continue monitoring the state of the 
disk. 

Collect the Maxta and VMware 
support logs and contact Maxta 
Support for the recommended 

Category State Description Recommended Action 
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course of action. See Support and 
Other Resources on page 62. 

If the status changes from MISSING 
to FAILED, contact Maxta Support 
for the recommended course of 
action. 

 
 

FAILED Indicates that the HDD 
has failed and needs to 
be replaced. 

Collect the Maxta support logs 
and contact Maxta Support for the 
recommended course of action. See 
Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

Replace the disk. See The Maxta 
Storage Platform Service Guide. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SSD 

Disk ID is displayed. 

CLEANING_UP Indicates that MxSP is 
preparing to remove the 
HDD from the cluster's 
inventory. 

CLEANED_UP Indicates that the HDD 
was removed from the 
cluster's inventory. 

HDD_ADDED Indicates that a new 
HDD has been added. 

READ_ONLY Indicates that an 
error was detected 
in the namespace 
configuration database 
partition a has changed 
from read/write to 
read-only. 

Continue monitoring the disk's 
state. When the state transitions to 
CLEANED_UP, you can proceed with 
replacement. 

Proceed with your disk replacement. 
See The Maxta Storage Platform 
Service Guide. 

None. 

 
The system will automatically 
attempt to remount another SSD 
(if available) to resume read/write 
capability. 

If remount fails, collect the Maxta 
support logs and contact Maxta 
Support for the recommended 
course of action. See Support and 
Other Resources on page 62. 

 
 

FAILED Indicates that the disk 
has failed and needs to 
be replaced. 

Collect the Maxta support logs 
and contact Maxta Support for the 
recommended course of action. See 
Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

Replace the disk. See The Maxta 
Storage Platform Service Guide. 

 
 

CLEANED_UP Indicates the SSD was 
removed from the 

cluster's inventory. 

Proceed with your disk replacement. 
See The Maxta Storage Platform 
Service Guide. 

 
 

Category State Description Recommended Action 
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Mirrored SSD 

Disk ID is displayed. 

FAILED Indicates that a disk 
failed and needs to be 
replaced. 

Collect the Maxta support logs 
and contact Maxta Support for the 
recommended course of action. See 
Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

Replace the disk. See The Maxta 
Storage Platform Service Guide. 

 
 

CLEANING_UP Indicates that MxSP is 
preparing to remove the 
SSD from the cluster's 
inventory. 

 
 
 
 

 
SSD REPLACED Indicates that the SSD 

has been replaced. 

Continue monitoring the disk's 
state on the Disk Information 
screen for the disk state to 
change to CAN_BE_REMOVED. 
When the disk state transitions 
to CAN_BE_REMOVED, you can 
proceed with replacement. See The 
Maxta Storage Platform Service 
Guide. 

None. 

Storage Pool Usage 
Threshold 

 
 

 
Storage Pool 
Namespace Database 
Threshold 

 

 
Metadev Usage 
Threshold 

 
 

 
Cluster Usage 
Threshold 

THRESHOLD 
EXCEEDED 

 
 

 
THRESHOLD 
EXCEEDED 

 
 

 
THRESHOLD 
EXCEEDED 

 
 

 
THRESHOLD 
EXCEEDED 

Indicates that the 
storage pool usage 
has exceeded the 75% 
threshold. 

 

Indicates that the 
storage pool namespace 
database usage has 
exceeded the 75% 
threshold. 

Indicates that Metadev 
space usage has exceed 
the 80% threshold. 

 

 
Indicates that the 
cluster's capacity usage 
exceeded the 75% 
threshold. 

Collect the Maxta support logs 
and contact Maxta Support for the 
recommended course of action. See 
Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

Collect the Maxta support logs 
and contact Maxta Support for the 
recommended course of action. See 
Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

Collect the Maxta support logs 
and contact Maxta Support for the 
recommended course of action. See 
Support and Other Resources on 
page 62. 

Consider adding additional disks 
to increase your cluster's capacity 
or review your storage usage and 
perform maintenance to free 
capacity. 

HDD Wear Threshold THRESHOLD 
EXCEEDED 

Indicates the HDD wear 
threshold exceeded the 
80% threshold. 

Consider replacing the HDD to avoid 
performance degradation. 

See The Maxta Storage Platform 
Service Guide for HDD replacement. 

 
 

Category State Description Recommended Action 
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SSD Wear Threshold THRESHOLD 
EXCEEDED 

Indicates the SSD wear 
threshold exceeded the 
80% threshold. 

Consider replacing the SSD to avoid 
performance degradation. 

See The Maxta Storage Platform 
Service Guide for SSD replacement. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

License Expiring soon Indicates your Maxta 
license will expire at the 
date displayed. 

Expired Indicates your Maxta 
license has expired. 

Contact Maxta Support to renew 
your license. See Support and Other 
Resources on page 62. 

Contact Maxta Support to renew 
your license. See Support and Other 
Resources on page 62. 

 
 

 

Viewing Tasks 

The Tasks menu link opens the Recent Tasks screen, which displays all task activity (creation of VMs, 
snapshot creations and deletions, etc.) of the Maxta cluster. 

Click Monitoring > Tasks to view the Recent Tasks screen. 
 

 

Figure 8: Viewing Recent Tasks 

MxSP task manager retention rules are like vCenter task manager retention rules regarding the retention 
of failed and successful tasks. Failed tasks are retained for 2 hours. Successful tasks are retained for 15 
minutes. 

 
Viewing VM Resyncs 

Virtual machine replicas (mirrored copies) can become out of sync when nodes or disks are shut down. 
As data writes continue to replicas on online nodes, the data on the offline node becomes stale. When 
the node is brought back online, MxSP automatically resynchronizes the data. The VM Resync menu link 
opens the VM Resync screen, which shows the status of each virtual machine resynchronization task on 
the Maxta cluster. This screen is refreshed every six seconds. 

 

 

Click Monitoring > VM Resync to access the VM Resync screen. 

The top half of the screen displays in-progress resyncs. The bottom half of the screen displays any 
pending resyncs. 

Note: During a virtual machine resync, snapshot creation is suspended until the resync operation 
completes. 

Note: License alerts are applicable to Proof of Concept environments. 

Category State Description Recommended Action 
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Viewing Events 

The Events menu link opens the Events screen, which displays all Maxta cluster events. 

There is an important distinction between events and alerts. 

• Events are logged as changes occur on your cluster that may be of interest to you or require your 
attention. For example, an event is logged if a disk is pulled resulting in the migration of a VM replica; 
events are logged for the start and completion of the migration process. 

• Alerts are critical events that require your action. For example, a node or disk failure will trigger an 
alert. 

To view the Events screen, click Monitoring > Events. 

The resulting list displays the following information: 

 

Table 5: Event List Column Descriptions 
 

 
Timestamp The date and time the event was logged. 

 
 

Source The component that detected and logged the event. 
 

 

Severity The severity level of the event. 
 

 

Target The device or file to which the event pertains. 
 

 

Description The description of the event. 

MxSP events are generated with the following severity levels: 

Table 6: Event Severity Descriptions 
 

 
Info Provides information about a cluster resource. 

 
 

Warning Indicates that a cluster resource requires your attention. A warning severity 
can change to critical and generate an alert. 

 
 

By default, events collected over the last hour are displayed. You are provided the option to select the 
display duration, from one hour to one week back, by selecting a display duration from the Duration 
drop-down list. 

 
 

The Configuration Menu Group 

The Configuration menu group provides management tools for your Maxta cluster's resources and 
objects. 

The Configuration menu group allows you to manage the following: 

• VMs 

• Snapshots 

• Snapshot Policies 

Severity Description 

Column Name Description 
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• Nodes 
 

 

 

Viewing VMs 

The VMs screen displays information about all VMs in your Maxta cluster. 

Click Configuration > VMs to view the VMs screen. 
 

 

Figure 9: Viewing the VMs Screen 

The VMs screen is divided into three panes: 

• The left pane displays a navigation tree. 

• The top center pane displays the VMs from the selected folder from the navigation tree. 

• The bottom center pane displays tasks, virtual disks, and snapshots specific to the selected VM from 
the pane above. 

The VMs screen also provides functionality to manage your cluster's VMs (create, edit, or delete VMs, 
create snapshot and clones, etc.). Refer to Using MxInsight to Manage Virtual Machines on page 31 
for instructions. 

 
Viewing Snapshots and Snapshot Policies 

The snapshot policy log provides a simple and efficient way to view your cluster's snapshots' details. 

Click Configuration > Snapshots to view the Snapshots and Snapshots Policies screen. 

By default, the page defaults to the Snapshots view. To view information about your cluster's snapshot 
policies, click Snapshot Policies. 

Note: This topic covers how to navigate and view information within the Configuration menu 
group. Information about how to perform tasks in the Configuration menu group is discussed later 
in this document. 
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Figure 10: Viewing the Snapshots and Snapshots Policies Screen 

The bottom of the screen displays a Recent Tasks table. 

The Snapshots and Policies screen also provides functionality to clone multiple VMs (clone snapshots) 
and manage snapshot policies (create, edit, delete, etc.). Refer to Using MxInsight to Manage Snapshots 
on page 39 and Using MxInsight to Manage Snapshot Policies on page 41 for instructions. 

 
Viewing Snapshot Policy Logs 

Snapshot policy logs can be accessed from the Snapshots and Snapshots Policies screen. 

To view snapshot policy logs, click Configuration > Snapshots > Snapshot Policy Logs. 
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Figure 11: Viewing the Snapshots Policy Logs 

 
Viewing Node Information 

The Nodes screen displays all about all nodes in your Maxta cluster. 

Click Configuration > Nodes to view the Nodes screen. 
 

 

Figure 12: Viewing the Nodes Screen 

Each node's name, IP address, device resources, and status are displayed. 

The Nodes screen provides functionality to add nodes and disks to your cluster. Refer to The Maxta 
Storage Platform Service Guide for instructions on using these features. 
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The Administration Menu Group 

The Administration menu group provides links to cluster and interface settings, license management, and 
access to support logs for your Maxta cluster. 

The Administration menu group provides the following links: 

• Settings 

• License 

• Support Log 

 
Viewing Cluster Settings 

The Settings menu link allows you to view cluster thresholds and email alert subscription settings. 

To view cluster settings, click Administration > Settings. 
 

 

Figure 13: Viewing Cluster Settings 

Refer to Setting Up MxInsight on page 11 for instructions on changing cluster settings. 

 
Using the License Manager 

The License menu link allows you to activate your Maxta license. 

A 60-day trial license is automatically activated with the installation of MxSP. This license includes no 
restrictions on the number of nodes per cluster or amount of storage capacity. Once the 60-day trial 
license expires, a Maxta Freemium or Production license is required to continue accessing the Maxta 
datastore using the Maxta management console, MxInsight. Contact Maxta Support for details. 

The Maxta license key is entered on the License screen to activate MxSP functionality. 

The License screen displays the following details about your MxSP license: 
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• Maxta cluster ID 

• License type 

• License status 

• License expiration date 

• A description of the license type 

• MxSP version 

The Maxta license is activated by entering the license key in the license key field and then clicking 
Activate. 

 
Downloading Maxta Support Logs 

 
Support logs are used by Maxta Support to help you diagnose and resolve issues you may experience with 

your Maxta cluster. MxInsight provides event, alert, snapshot policy, and hypervisor log files. 

To access and download support logs: 

1. Click Administration > Support Logs. 

2. Select the type of support logs you wish to download. 

3. Click Download. 

• The selected support log will be downloaded to your default Downloads folder. 

• The bottom of the screen displays the status and progress of the support bundle download. 

• The creation and download of the support bundle can take several minutes to complete. 
 
 

Expanding Displayed Information 
 

MxInsight uses tables to display information. If the length of the displayed information exceeds the 
default width of the tables' columns, the information is truncated and followed by ellipsis. Click the 
ellipsis to open a pop-up displaying the truncated information in its entirety. 

The following example shows the Alerts screen. Note that information (in the first entry) under the 
Description column is not completely displayed. 
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Figure 14: Viewing Truncated Information 

To view the entire description, click the ellipsis to the right of the entry. 
 

 

Figure 15: Expanding Displayed Information 

The complete line of information is then displayed in a pop-up window. 
 

 

Figure 16: Viewing Expanded Information 

Alternately, you can resize each column and/or expand your browser window to accommodate 
longer strings of information. 
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Note: VMs created within the same VM folder cannot have the same 
name. 

Chapter 6 
Using MxInsight to Manage Virtual Machines 

 

 

 
All VM management functions of MxInsight are in the Configuration menu group from the Menu Bar. This 

chapter provides instructions on: 

• Creating VMs 

• Deleting VMs 

• Adding virtual disks 

• Modifying VM disk policies 

• Managing cluster nodes and disks 

• Creating snapshots 

• Creating clones 

• Powering VMs on and off 

• Launching the VM console 
 
 

Creating Virtual Machines 

Virtual machine creation is performed using the Create VM wizard. 

The wizard provides a Navigation Panel that displays parameter groups. As you progress through the 
wizard, an arrow is displayed next to the current parameter. 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 

2. Click  (Add VM). 

The Create VM wizard appears. 

3. Under Identity, enter the following and then click Next: 

VM Name 

 

Enter a unique name for the new virtual machine up to 78 characters long. 

Folder Click Select and choose a folder (datacenter) from the list of VM folders. 

Node Select the node on which the VM will be created from the node list. 

OS Type Select the OS for the new VM; Windows, Linux, or Others. 

OS Version Select the version of the OS. 

CPU Settings - 
Number of Virtual 
Sockets 

CPU Settings - 
Number of Cores 
Per Virtual Socket 

Enter the number of virtual sockets for the virtual machine. 
 

 
Enter the number of cores per virtual socket for the virtual machine. 
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Memory Size Enter a value for the virtual machine's memory size and specify the value as 
either GB or MB. 

 

4. Under General Info, enter the following and then click Next. 
 

OS Type Select the OS for the new VM; Windows, Linux, or Other. 

OS Version Select the version of the OS. 

ISO File (Optional) Click Select and choose an ISO file from the list. 

Virtual CPU Sockets   Enter the number of virtual sockets for the virtual machine. 

Cores per Virtual 
Socket 

Enter the number of cores per virtual socket for the virtual machine. 

Memory Enter a value for the virtual machine's memory size and specify the value as 
either GiB or MiB. 

Power on VM after 
creation 

Select this option if you wish the VM to be powered on immediately after it is 
created. 

 

5. Under Network Interfaces, enter the following and then click Next. 
 

Add NIC Click Add NIC if you wish to add a new NIC to the list of available NICs. 

Network Select the NIC's network. 

Adapter Type Select the NIC's adapter. 
 

If you are dissatisfied with the parameters of a NIC, click  (Delete) to remove that NIC from the list. 

6. Under Disk Policy, enter the following and click Next. 
 

Number of 
Replicas 

Enter the number of replicas (mirrors) for the VM. The minimum and default 
value is 2. The maximum value is 3. 

If 3 is selected, three copies of data are distributed across three nodes. If there 
are fewer than three healthy nodes in the Maxta cluster, only two copies of data 
will be maintained. Three copies will ensure that VMs remain accessible even if 
two HDD failures occur. Whether 2 or 3 is selected, one node failure will cause 
affected VMs to become inaccessible. 

 

Rebuild Priority Enter a value from 1 to 10. 10 indicates highest priority. 1 indicates lowest 
priority. 

Rack Awareness If you enabled Rack Awareness during installation, then Rack Awareness is 
enabled for the VM by default. Select this option if you wish to DISABLE Rack 
Awareness for the VM. 

If you disable Rack Awareness, MxSP attempts to perform a rack affinity in which 
all copies of the VM's data resides with a rack of the selected host. The following 
minimum configuration must be met: 

• Two data nodes per rack are required for 2-way mirroring. 

• Three data nodes per rack are required for 3-way mirroring. 
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If you did not enable Rack Awareness during installation, this menu parameter is 
not available. 

 
7. Under Virtual Disks, enter the following: 

 

Add Click Add if you wish to add additional virtual disks. Then enter the information 
as described in this table. 

Count Select the number of virtual disks to be created. At least one virtual disk must be 
created. 

Capacity Select the VDisk size and then specify the size as MiB, GiB, or TiB. 

Page Size Select the page size. The default value is 8K. 

Controller Select the controller type from the list. 
 

 
 

Compression Select the compression algorithm to be applied to the VM. It is recommended 
to use lz4 for the optimal balance of compression ratio to CPU utilization. 
Should you require higher compression for greater capacity efficiency, you 
can also choose gzip_high or gzip_opt, where gzip_high provides the highest 
compression ratio. However, as noted, higher compression results in greater 
CPU usage. 

By default, compression is enabled. Select Disable to disable. 

Enabling compression generally improves performance. However, you may 
choose to disable compression if you are running an incompressible workload 
on your virtual machine, such as backup. 

Compression can be set differently than what was originally set during VM 
creation. 

Read Cache Read cache is enabled by default. 

Read cache is dependent on available SSD space—if there is not enough SSD 
space, MxSP will not enable read cache, even if set as enabled. 

This policy is not applicable for all-flash clusters. 

 
If you are dissatisfied with the parameters of a VDisk, click  (Delete) to remove that vDisk from the 

list. 

8. Click Create VM. 
 
 

Deleting Virtual Machines 

Deleting a virtual machine also deletes that virtual machine's data. Ensure that you intend to delete the 
virtual machine prior to performing this operation. 

 

 

To delete a virtual machine: 

Note: Virtual machines must be powered off prior to deletion. 

Note: The Paravirtual SCSI controller requires the installation of 
VMware tools, and cannot be used as the boot device. 
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1. Click Configuration > VMs. 
The VMs screen appears. 

 

2. From the VMs list, select the virtual machine you wish to delete. 

3. Click  (Delete VM). 
A confirmation to proceed appears. By default, all snapshots of the virtual machines will be deleted 
with the virtual machine's deletion—this option can be deselected if you wish to retain the virtual 
machine's snapshots. 

4. Click OK. 
 
 

Adding Virtual Disks to a Virtual Machine 

Add virtual disks to virtual machines and clones to increase the storage pool. 

To create and add virtual disks to an existing virtual machine: 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 
The VMs screen appears. 

2. Select the VM to which you wish to add virtual disks. 

3. Click  (Add Virtual Disks). 
The Add Virtual Disk to VM <VM name> dialog box appears. 

 

 
 

4. Enter the following information: 
 

Count Select the number of virtual disks to be created. At least one virtual disk must be 
created. 

Capacity Select the VDisk size and then specify the size as MiB, GiB, or TiB. 

Page Size Select the page size. The default value is 8K. 

Controller Select the controller type from the list. 
 

 
 

Compression Select the compression algorithm to be applied to the VM. It is recommended 
to use lz4 for the optimal balance of compression ratio to CPU utilization. 
Should you require higher compression for greater capacity efficiency, you 
can also choose gzip_high or gzip_opt, where gzip_high provides the highest 
compression ratio. However, as noted, higher compression results in greater 
CPU usage. 

By default, compression is enabled. Select Disable to disable. 

Enabling compression generally improves performance. However, you may 
choose to disable compression if you are running an incompressible workload 
on your virtual machine, such as backup. 

Note: The Paravirtual SCSI controller requires the installation of 
VMware tools, and cannot be used as the boot device. 

Note: All created virtual disks will have the same disk policies. 
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Compression can be set differently than what was originally set during VM 
creation. 

Read Cache Read cache is enabled by default. 

Read cache is dependent on available SSD space—if there is not enough SSD 
space, MxSP will not enable read cache, even if set as enabled. 

This policy is not applicable to all-flash clusters. 

 
5. Click Add Disk. 

 
 

Modifying a Virtual Machine's Disk Policies 

Over time, the parameters set during virtual machine creation governing disk policy may need to be 
modified. You can modify a virtual machine's disk policy from the VMs screen. 

 

 

Virtual machine disk policy modification adheres to the following rules: 

• Replica and read cache policies can be modified for imported virtual machines. 

• Replica and read cache polices can be modified for virtual machines that are not clones, and for virtual 
machines from which no clones have been created. 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 
The VMs screen appears. 

 

2. From the VMs list, select the virtual machine whose VM disk policy you wish to modify. 

3. Click  (Modify Disk Policies). 
The Modify Disk Policy for <VM name> dialog box appears. 

4. If you wish to set the disk policies back to their default values, click Reset. 

5. If you wish to modify the current policies, enter the following information and then click OK. 
 

Number of 
Replicas 

Enter the number of replicas (mirrors) for the VM. The minimum and default 
value is 2. The maximum value is 3. 

If 3 is selected, three copies of data are distributed across three nodes. If there 
are fewer than three healthy nodes in the Maxta cluster, only two copies of data 
will be maintained. Three copies will ensure that VMs remain accessible even if 
two HDD failures occur. Whether 2 or 3 is selected, one node failure will cause 
affected VMs to become inaccessible. 

 

Rebuild Priority Enter a value from 1 to 10. 10 indicates highest priority. 1 indicates lowest 
priority. 

Note: To modify a virtual machine's disk policies, the VM: 

• must not have clones. 

• cannot be a clone of another VM. 

• must be powered off. 
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Rack Awareness If you enabled Rack Awareness during installation, then Rack Awareness is 
enabled for the VM by default. Select this option if you wish to DISABLE Rack 
Awareness for the VM. 

If you disable Rack Awareness, MxSP attempts to perform a rack affinity in 
which all copies of the VM's data resides with a rack of the selected host. The 
following minimum configuration must be met: 

• Two data nodes per rack are required for 2-way mirroring. 

• Three data nodes per rack are required for 3-way mirroring. 

If you did not enable Rack Awareness during installation, this menu parameter is 
not available. 

 

 

Creating a Snapshot 

Snapshots are read-only, point-in-time copies of virtual machines, and can be used for short term data 
protection. You can create single snapshots or apply a snapshot policy to automatically take snapshots 
periodically. 

You can create snapshots of virtual machines from the VMs screen. 
 

 

To create a snapshot of a virtual machine: 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 
The VMs screen appears. 

 

2. From the VMs list, select the virtual machine from which you wish to create a snapshot. 

3. Click  (Take Snapshot). 

The Take Snapshot of <VM name> dialog box appears. 

4. Enter the snapshot name. The snapshot name can be up to 78 characters long. 

5. (Optional) You can choose to create an application-consistent snapshot by selecting Enable under 
Application Consistency. 

 

 
 

6. Click Take Snapshot. 
 
 

Cloning a Single Virtual Machine 

A clone is a copy of a virtual machine. Unlike a snapshot, a clone is read- and writeable. A clone is a 
convenient way to easily duplicate a virtual machine for use in different environments; for example, 
development and test environments. 

Maxta clones require no up-front space reservation. Additionally, they do not consume data unless 
modified and do impact the performance of virtual machines. 

Note: To create an application consistent snapshot, VMware Tools must be running. 
Refer to VMware documentation for information about VMware Tools. 

Note: During a virtual machine resync, snapshot creation is suspended until the resync operation 
completes. 

https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/
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To create a single clone of a virtual machine: 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 
The VMs screen appears. 

 

2. From the VMs list, select the virtual machine you wish to clone. 

3. Click  (Clone VM). 

The Clone VM <VM name> dialog box appears. 

4. Enter a name for the clone. The name cannot exceed 15 characters in length. 
 

 
 

5. Click Select and select the folder in which the clone will reside. 

6. Select the node on which the clone will be created. Node selection is required if VMware Distributed 
Resource Scheduler (DRS) is not enabled (in vSphere). 

 

7. Click Clone VM. 
 
 

Powering a Virtual Machine On and Off 

From time to time you may need to power your virtual machines on and off; for example, when adding 
virtual disks. Virtual machines can be powered on and off from the VMs screen. 

To power a virtual machine on or off: 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 
The VMs screen appears. 

 

2. From the VMs list, select the virtual machine you wish to power on or off. 

3. Click  (Power On/Off VM). 
 

 
 

Launching the VM Console 

The VM console allows you perform activities on the selected virtual machine such as run applications 
and configure operating system settings. 

 

 

To launch the VM console, perform the following: 

1. Click Configuration > VMs. 
The VMs screen appears. 

Note: To use the VM console from MxInsight, VMware Remote Console must be installed 
on your client machine. You can download VMware Remote Console here. 

Note: If powering off a VM, you will be prompted to confirm that you wish to power off the 
VM. 

Note: VMs created within the same VM folder cannot have the same name. 

Note: When cloning a virtual machine, MxSP automatically creates a snapshot of the virtual 
machine and then the clone is created from that snapshot. The snapshot resides in the Maxta 
datastore, however the snapshot does not appear in MxInsight's inventory. 

https://my.vmware.com/web/vmware/details?downloadGroup=VMRC90&amp;productId=469
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2. Click  (Launch VM Console). 

The virtual machine console opens in a new tab in your web browser. 
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Chapter 7 
Using MxInsight to Manage Snapshots 

 

 

 
Snapshot management in MxInsight is in the Configuration menu group from the Menu Bar. This 

chapter provides instructions on: 

• Deleting snapshots 

• Cloning multiple virtual machines 
 
 

Deleting a Snapshot 

The Snapshots and Snapshots screen provides functionality to permanently delete snapshots of virtual 
machines. 

To delete a snapshot: 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshots. 
The Snapshots and Snapshot Policies screen appears. 

2. From the snapshot list, select the snapshot you wish to delete. 

3. Click  (Delete). 

A confirmation to proceed appears. 

4. Click Delete to proceed with the deletion of the snapshot. 
 
 

Cloning Multiple Virtual Machines 

MxSP allows you create multiple clones of snapshots using the MxInsight interface. Cloning snapshots can 
be useful in test environments, and in instances where you need to revert a virtual machine. 

Use the Clone VMs from Snapshot <Snapshot name> wizard to create multiple clones of a snapshot. 

The wizard provides a Navigation Panel that displays each information group that must be completed. 

To create multiple clones of a snapshot: 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshots. 
The Snapshots and Snapshot Policies screen appears. 

2. From the snapshot list, select the snapshot you wish to clone. 

3. Click  (Clone VM from Snapshot). 

The Clone VMs from Snapshot <Snapshot name> wizard appears. 

4. Under General, enter the following information and click Next. 

Naming Pattern Enter a prefix for the clones to be created. 

Start From Select the sequence (number) to append the name of the clone. 
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Number of Clones Select the number of clones to be created. 

Folder Click Select and choose a folder (datacenter) from the list of VM folders. 

Node Select the node on which the clone will be created. 

Power on after 
creation 

Select this option if you want the clone to be powered-on once created. 

 

5. Under Guest Customizations, select Apply Guest Customization if you have an OS customization to 
apply to the clones. The customization should have been previously created in vSphere. 

 

6. Click Create Clone(s). 
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Chapter 8 
Using MxInsight to Manage Snapshot Policies 

 

 

 
Snapshot policy management in MxInsight is in the Configuration menu group from the Menu Bar. 

Snapshot policies create Maxta zero-copy snapshots for a VM or set of VMs based on a schedule defined by 
the you. Policies can be configured with a start date and optional end date, a frequency of daily, weekly, or 
monthly, and a time interval during which snapshots will be taken on a customizable periodic basis. You can 
also define how long to retain the snapshots, based either on period or number of snapshots. 

This chapter provides instructions on: 

• Adding snapshot policies 

• Deleting snapshot policies 

• Modify snapshot policies 

• Enabling and disabling snapshot policies 
 
 

Creating a Snapshot Policy 

Snapshot policy creation is performed using the Add New Snapshot Policy wizard. 

The wizard provides a Navigation Panel that displays parameter groups. As you progress through the 

wizard, an arrow is displayed next to the current parameter. 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshot Policies. 
The Snapshots and Snapshots Policies screen appears displaying a list of existing snapshot policies. 

2. Click  (Create Policy). 

The Add New Snapshot Policy wizard appears. 

3. Under General, enter the following information: 
 

Policy Name Enter a unique name for the policy. The policy name can be up to 35 characters 
long and must follow VMware naming conventions. 

Description Enter a description for the policy. 

Time zone Select the time zone in which the policy is executed. 
 

4. Under Recurrence, enter the following information: 
 

Start Date Enter the date that the policy is activated. 

End Date (Optional) If the policy is to run during a certain time duration, select the End 
Date checkbox and enter the date on which the policy ends. 

Recurs Select the recurrence of the policy. 

From/To Select the start and end times the policy is run. 

Repeat Frequency Select the frequency with which the policy repeats. 
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5. Under Retention, enter the following information: 
 

Max number of 
days 

Max snapshots per 
VM 

If selected, the snapshots created from the policy are retained the selected 
number of days. 

If selected, the maximum number of snapshots are limited to the selected 
number. 

 

6. Under Select VMs, select one or more VMs from which snapshots will be created. 

7. Click Create. 
 
 

Deleting a Snapshot Policy 

Over time, as your cluster has evolved, some snapshot policies may no longer be needed. You can delete 
a policy or a policy and all its related snapshots. 

To delete a snapshot policy: 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshot Policies. 
The Snapshots and Snapshots Policies screen appears displaying a list of existing snapshot policies. 

2. From the snapshot policy list, select the snapshot policy you wish to delete. 

3. Click  (Delete). 

A confirmation to proceed appears. 

4. Select to delete Policy Only or Snapshot and Policy. 
If you selected Policy Only, the snapshot policy is deleted and no longer appears in the snapshot 
policy list. If you selected Snapshot and Policy, in addition to the snapshot policy being deleted, all 
snapshots that were created using that policy are also deleted. 

5. Click OK. 
 
 

Modifying a Snapshot Policy 

Snapshot policies are created to schedule automated snapshot creation and maintenance. You can make 
changes to a previously created snapshot policy if its schedule or description no longer meets your needs. 

To modify a snapshot policy: 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshot Policies. 
The Snapshots and Snapshots Policies screen appears displaying a list of existing snapshot policies. 

2. From the snapshot policy list, select the snapshot policy you wish to modify. 

3. Click  (Modify Policy). 

The Modify Snapshot Policy <policy name> wizard appears. 

4. Under General, enter the following information: 
 

Description Enter a description for the policy. 
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Time zone Select the time zone in which the policy is executed. 
 

5. Under Recurrence, enter the following information: 
 

Start Date Enter the date that the policy is activated. 

End Date (Optional) If the policy is to run during a certain time duration, select the End 
Date checkbox and enter the date on which the policy ends. 

Recurs Select the recurrence of the policy. 

From/To Select the start and end times the policy is run. 

Repeat Frequency Select the frequency with which the policy repeats. 
 

6. Under Retention, enter the following information: 
 

Max number of 
days 

Max snapshots per 
VM 

If selected, the snapshots created from the policy are retained the selected 
number of days. 

If selected, the maximum number of snapshots are limited to the selected 
number. 

 

7. Under Select VMs, select one or more VMs from which snapshots will be created. 

8. Click Apply. 
 
 

Enabling a Snapshot Policy 

Snapshot policies, by default are enabled after their creation. Previously created policies can that have 
been disabled can be enabled. 

To enable a snapshot policy: 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshot Policies. 
The Snapshots and Snapshots Policies screen appears displaying a list of existing snapshot policies. 

2. From the snapshot policy list, select the snapshot policy you wish enable. 

3. Click  (Enable Policy). 

 

Disabling a Snapshot Policy 

As policies can be enabled, policies can also be disabled if needed. 

To disable a snapshot policy: 

1. Click Configuration > Snapshot Policies. 
The Snapshots and Snapshots Policies screen appears displaying a list of existing snapshot policies. 

2. From the snapshot policy list, select the snapshot policy you wish disable. 

3. Click (Disable Policy). 
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4. When prompted for confirmation, click Disable Policy. 
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Appendix A 
Maxta CLI Commands 

 

 

To access the Maxta command line interface (CLI), SSH to your Maxta Management Server and log in using the 
following credentials: 

• username = console 

• password = console 

The following conventions are used for Maxta CLI commands: 

 
Table 7: Maxta CLI Syntax Conventions 

 
 

< > Indicates required user-supplied input. 

For example: <IP_address> indicates a user-supplied IP address. 
 

 

| Specifies that only one of the arguments separated by this character can be 
specified at a time. 

 
 

[ ] Indicates optional arguments. 
 

 

 
 

mxBrandVM 
 

 

Minimum Required User Level: Console 
 

 

Syntax: mxBrandVM [options] 
 

 

Usage: Used for modifying the Maxta cluster or VM. 
 

 

Parameters: Description: 
 

 

[-a] Specifies that branding is added to, or removed from, all controller 
VMs, the cluster, and network. This argument can only be issued 
with the -n, -d, and -c options. 

 
 

[-c <cluster_name>] Specifies the name of the cluster being modified. 
 

 

[-d <dvPortGroup>] Specifies the name of the distributed virtual port group to be 
modified. 

 
 

[-i <shortID>] Specifies the short ID of the VM. 

[-m 

<management_IP_address>] 

Specifies the IP address of the management server. This argument 
is required if the mxBrandVM command is executed from outside 
of the Maxta controller VM. 

 
 

[-n <network>] Specifies the storage network to be modified. 
 

 

[-p <password>] Specifies the vCenter password. If not specified, you will be 
prompted to enter the password. 
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[-r ] Specifies that Maxta branding is removed from the VM or cluster. 

-s <vCenter_Server>_IP| 

FQDN> 

Specifies the vCenter IP address or fully qualified domain name. 
This argument is required if the mxBrandVM command is 
executed from outside of the Maxta controller VM. This argument 
is required. 

 
 

[-t ] Specifies that the VM is not marked as an EAM agent. 
 

 

-u <username> Specifies the vCenter user name. This argument is required. 
 

 

[-v <VM_name>] Specifies the name of the VM being modified. 
 

 

Example: In the following example, Maxta branding is removed from the cluster testcluster. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

mxcli.sh 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Minimum Required User Level: Console 
 

 

Syntax: mxcli.sh [options] subcommand 
 

 

Usage: Manages the Maxta management server configuration. 
 

 

Subcommand: Description: 

[-h] 

[--help] 

Displays command help. 

 
 

mgmtConfig Displays all Maxta management server attributes. 

Any attribute can be changed by issuing the mgmtConfig 
subcommand with the attribute name and new attribute value, 
using the syntax: 

mgmtConfig <attribute> <attribute_value> 

For example: mgmtConfig maintenance True 
 

 

Example 1: In the following example, all attributes are displayed. 
 

 

$ mxcli 

mxsp: mgmtConfig 

mgmtIpAddr : 10.4.4.47 

mgmtNetMask : 255.240.0.0 

ctrlType : 0 

hvType : 0 

Note: This command is run inside the mxcli shell. Commands are issued by sub-command. 

$ mxBrandVM -c testcluster -r -u admin -p abc123 

... 
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Example 2: In the following example, the management server IP address is modified from 10.4.4.47 (as 
shown in the previous example) to 10.4.4.50 

 

 
 

 

$ mxcli 

mxsp: mgmtConfig mgmtIpAddr 10.4.4.50 

 

 
'mgmtIpAddr' is modified. This does not mean the change will 

become effective. 

Webserver needs to restarted for the changes to be applied. 

 
 
Do you want to restart webserver now? (y/n):n 

ctrlServer : 10.3.2.89 

clusterId : domain-c3469 

vcExtKey : maxta.extension.domain-c3469 

nfsHost : c6968249-c333-437c-95c1-d8a4d595319a 

nfsPath : /maxta 

datastoreId : datastore-9155 

datastoreName : Maxta-new-sm-cluster 

defaultGateway : 10.0.0.254 

maintenance : False 

dns1 : 10.2.1.3 

dns2 : 0.0.0.0 

maxtaNetVlan : 0 

storageNetPrefix : 169.254.47.0 

storageNetMask : 255.255.255.0 

dataCompression : True 

dataDeduplication : False 

maxtaFlashDiskOption : Hybrid 

maxtaLfsConfigs : lfs_metadev_enabled=true| 

lfs_partial_hdd_usage=false|lfs_ssd_mirrored=false|lfs_page_size=4k 

mgmtNtIf : eth0 

ctrlIds : 1 4 7 

mxilSize : 100 

compressionAlgorithm : lz4 
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mxClusterShutdown 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Minimum Required User Level: Console 
 

 

Syntax: mxClusterShutdown [options] 
 

 

Usage: Performs a clean cluster shutdown. 
 

 

Parameters: Description: 

[-h] 

[--help] 

Displays command help. 

 
 

[-noninteractive] Specifies that this command is run without user interaction. 
 

 

[-nopoweroff] Specifies that the cluster is not powered-off after shutdown. 
 

 

[-nochecks] Specifies that any errors detected prior to the cluster shutdown 
commencing are ignored. 

[-startupdelay 

<delay_time>] 

Specifies the wait time (<delay_time>), in seconds, for nodes 
on startup. 

 
 

Example: The following example displays sample mxClusterShutdown command output: 
 

 

$ mxClusterShutdown 

Warn Fri Feb 03 22:23:17.256557 2017 main [10913]: Connecting 

to 
zookeeper at 

169.254.11.1:2181,169.254.11.4:2181,169.254.11.7:2181, 

Info Fri Feb 03 22:23:17.264188 2017 main [10913]: Zookeeper 

connection established successfully 

**************************************************************

* 

* WARNING * 

**************************************************************

* 

* This command will perform a shutdown of the entire cluster. 
* 

* All VMs still running will lose access to the datastore. * 

**************************************************************

* 
Do you want to proceed? (y/N)? y 

Running pre-checks for shutdown. Please wait... 

Pre-checks complete: SUCCESS 

Stopping cluster. 

Maximum time in seconds to wait for nodes on restart 

(default=300)? 

Note: Under normal circumstances, it is recommended to run this command using the guided 
prompts. This is done by issuing the command with no options. 
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mxConfig 
 

 

Minimum Required User Level: Console 
 

 

Syntax: mxConfig -c <cluster_name> -m <management_IP_address|FQDN> -u 
<username> -p <password> -v <vCenter_IP_address|FQDN> [options] 

 

 

Usage: Used for changing the management IP address, change vCenter servers, and changing the 
management gateway and network. 

 
 

Parameters: Description: 
 

 

-c <cluster_name> Specifies the cluster on which the mxConfig operation is 
performed. This argument is required. 

 
 

[-d <DNS>] Specifies the primary DNS. 
 

 

[-e] Specifies that only the vCenter extension is registered. 
 

 

[-g <gateway_address>] Specifies the gateway. 

-m 

<management_IP_address| 

FQDN> 

Specifies the management server's IP address or fully qualified 
domain name. This argument is required. 

 

 

[-p <password>] Specifies the vCenter password. If not specified, you will be 
prompted for the password. 

 
 

[-s <subnetmask>] Specifies the subnet mask. 
 

 

-u <username> Specifies the vCenter user name. This argument is required. 

-v <vCenter_IP_address>| 

<FQDN> 

Specifies the vCenter IP address or fully qualified domain name. 
This argument is required. 

 
 

Example 1: In the following example, the management IP address is changed. 
 

 

$ mxConfig -v 10.2.3.150 -u foo -p abc123 -c maxtacluster -m 10.3.1.140 

... 

...===> Successfully registered Maxta extension for 10.3.1.140 

...mxConfig completed. Please restart ESX nodes in maxtacluster cluster. 

COMMAND systemctl stop tomcat TO BE RUN ON NODES [1, 4, 7] 

... 

No dirty inodes. Clean shutdown was successful 

Power off cluster VMs?? (Y/n?)? y 

... 

Cluster infrastructure VMs will power off in one minute. 

Shutdown complete. 
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Example 2: In the following example, the vCenter extension is updated. 
 

 
 

 

Example 3: In the following example, the management gateway is changed. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

mxServices 
 

 

Minimum Required User Level: Console 
 

 

Syntax: mxServices [options] 
 

 

Usage: Used for node and disk addition, removal, and replacement, as well as modifying the intent log, 
cache, and metadata. 

 
 

Parameters: Description: 

[-h] 

[--help] 

Displays command help. 

 
 

[-l] 

[--list_nodes] 

Displays all nodes in the cluster. 

 
 

[-L] 

[--list_disks] 

Lists all disk IDs in the cluster. If used with the -n option, then disk 
IDs for the specified node are listed. 

 
 

[-n <node_ID>] 

[--node <node_ID>] 

 

 

 
[-d <disk_ID>] 

[--disk <disk_ID>] 

 

[-o addResource| 

replaceResource] 

[--op addResource| 

replaceResource] 

Specifies the node on which the mxServices operation is 
performed. <node_ID> should be specified in the short 
node ID format; e.g. 01, 02, 09, etc. When this option is used 
in conjunction with the --list_disks option, only disks 
belonging to the specified node are displayed. 

Specifies the disk on which the mxServices operation is 
performed. This option is used only for disk replacement and 
removal operations. 

Specifies an add or replace operation is to be performed. This 
option can be used with the --disk option. This option is used 
during the addition or replacement of disks used for increasing 
MxIL space. 

Note: The replace operation is valid only for SSD 
replacement. 

 
 

$ mxConfig -v 10.2.3.150 -u foo -p abc123 -c maxtacluster -g 10.6.6.12 

$ mxConfig -v 10.2.3.150 -u foo -p abc123 -c maxtacluster -d 10.1.8.2 -e 

... 
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[-o addStorage| 

replaceStorage] 

[--op addStorage| 

replaceStorage] 

Specifies an add or replace operation is to be performed. This 
option can be used with the --disk option. This option is used 
during the addition or replacement of disks used for capacity. 

Note: The replace operation is valid only for SSD 
replacement. 

 
 

[-s <size>G|M|K] Deletes read cache (to free space) on an SSD per the specified size. 
The target size can be specified in GB (G), MB (M), KB (K), or bytes 
(no suffix). This option can only be used with the free operation. 

[-f] 

[--force_add] 

[-D <new_disk_ID>] 

[--new_disk 

<new_disk_ID>] 

Forces the disk addition operation and ignores any console inputs 
or warnings. This option is only valid when used with the --op 
add argument. 

Identifies the new, unregistered disk being added or removed. 
This option is only valid when used with the --op add, --op 
replace, or --op remove arguments. 

 
 

[-g <intentlog_size>] 

[--extlog 

<intentlog_size>] 

Extends the intent log as specified by the value entered for the 
<intentlog_size> argument. The specified value is in MB. 
This argument can only be used for the addition of SSDs. 

 
 

[-F] 

[--force] 

Runs the command without console input. This argument is only 
available for root users. 

 
 

Example 1: In the following example, the --list_nodes option is used to display all nodes in the 
cluster. 

 

 
 

 

Example 2: In the following example, all disk IDs from each node are displayed. 
 

 

$ mxServices --list_disks 

NODE: 04 

- DISK: 01 

- scsi-1ATA_Hitachi_HUA722010CLA330_JPW9K0HZ0K86KL 

- 931 GB 

- State: ONLINE 

- DISK: 02 

$ mxServices --list_nodes 

NODE: 04 

- 00a10689-e511f966-50002e95-4b29b356 

NODE: 07 

- fc9b8487-e511f966-500053ad-299cb356 

NODE: 01 

- 98cf8985-e511f966-50003790-9403b356 
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Example 3: In the following example, the mxServices command is used to remove disk 01 from node 
01. 

 

 

$ mxServices --node 01 --disk 01 --op remove 

This operation will remove disk 1 on 01 and migrate 

its data to another disk. 

WARNING: Disk removal is an irreversible process once started. Confirm? 

(Y/N): Y 

Starting disk removal process… 

Disk removal begun. 

- scsi-1ATA_Samsung_SSD_840_EVO_250GB_S1DBNSAFC22117D 

- 232 GB 

- SSD 

- Unused Space: 0 GB 

- State: ONLINE 

NODE: 07 

- DISK: 01 

- scsi-1ATA_Hitachi_HUA722010CLA330_JPW9K0N01BXX1L 

- 931 GB 

- State: ONLINE 

- DISK: 02 

- scsi-1ATA_Samsung_SSD_840_EVO_250GB_S1DBNSAFC22305V 

- 232 GB 

- SSD 

- Unused Space: 0 GB 

- State: ONLINE 

NODE: 01 

- DISK: 01 

- scsi-1ATA_Hitachi_HUA722010CLA330_JPW9K0J801TG0L 

- 931 GB 

- State: ONLINE 

- DISK: 02 

- scsi-1ATA_Samsung_SSD_840_EVO_250GB_S1DBNSAFC24105V 

- 232 GB 

- SSD 

- Unused Space: 0 GB 

- State: ONLINE 
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omEjectNode 
 

 

Minimum Required User Level: Console 
 

 

Syntax: omEjectNode -n <shortnodeID> -s [options] 
 

 

Usage: Initiates the node cleanup process and completes the node removal process from the Maxta 
cluster. 

 
 

Parameters: Description: 

[-h] 

[--help] 

Displays command help. 

 
 

-n <shortnodeID> 

--node <shortnodeID> 

 

-s 

--set 

 

[-c] 

[--clear] 

Identifies the node on which the operation takes place as 
specified by   <node_ID>. The short node ID should be entered; 
e.g. 01, 02, 09, etc. 

Sets the bitmap for the specified node and indicates that the node 
is to be ejected from the Maxta cluster after data relocation and 
cleanup. 

Clears the bitmap for the specified node. 

 
 

[-f] 

[--force] 

Forces the specified node to the FAILED state and begins data 
relocation. This option can only be used when the node is in the 
MISSING state. 

 
 

[--show] Displays the ejected node's bitmap. 
 

 

Example: In the following example, node 2 has failed and the omEjectNode command is issued to 
initiate the node cleanup process once data relocation has completed from the failed node. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

op_status 
 

 

Minimum Required User Level: Console 
 

 

Syntax: op_status [options] 
 

 

Usage: Reports the status of ongoing add and replace operations. 
 

 

Parameters: Description: 
 

 

$ omEjectNode -n 2 -s 

Operation ID: op_011 

Please use op_status to monitor the status of the disk removal. 
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[-h] 

[--help] 

Displays command help. 

 
 

[-i <operation_ID>] 

[--id =<operation_ID>] 

 
[-n <node_ID>] 

[--node=<node_ID>] 

 

[-u <refresh_rate>] 

[--update=<refresh_rate>] 

Shows the progress details of a specific task identified by 
<operation_ID>. The operation ID must be expressed as 
op_<number>. 

Identifies the node on which the operation takes place as 
specified by   <node_ID>. The short node ID should be entered; 
e.g. 01, 02, 09, etc. 

Specifies that the progress details for a displayed task are 
refreshed as specified with the input <refresh_rate> value. 
The <refresh_rate> value is in seconds. This option can only 
be used if the -i option is specified. 

 
 

Example 1: In the following example, progress details about task op_011 are displayed. 
 

 
 

 

Example 2: In the following example, the progress details for task op_011 are set to refresh every 5 
seconds. 

 

 
 

 

$ op_status --id=op_011 --update=5 

op_011 

OP: Disk Removal 

Node: 1 

Disk: /dev/disk/by-id/scsi-360026b9035cca1001bffb4f909c5f085 

Status: 40% 

0% |==================>-------------------------------| 100% 

Moving replicas to another location. 

... 

$ op_status --id=op_011 

OP: Disk Removal 

Node: 1 

Disk: /dev/disk/by-id/scsi-360026b9035cca1001bffb4f909c5f085 

Status: 30% 

0% |=============>------------------------------------| 100% 

Moving replicas to another location. 
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Appendix B 
Maxta Storage Platform Data Layout 

 

 

MxSP optimizes the data layout for the typically random read/write operations of virtual workloads using a log- 
based layout approach. 

The layout is similar to log-structured file system layouts. Highly available Metadev is maintained for mapping 
data blocks to their storage locations. MxSP leverages the resource pool for both read and write-back caching, 
where writes are written to the resource pool in a sequential manner and replicated synchronously the second 
server for data availability. These writes are later de-staged to the storage pool in a sequential manner. I/O 
performance and SSD endurance are maximized by performing writes to both storage and resource pools in a 
sequential manner. 

MxSP optimizes the mapping of VMs to storage resources. Under normal operation, reads and writes are 
served by the server hosting the VM. MxSP maximizes the probability that a VM's data is read from the local 
node's cache, eliminating the network round trip latency associated with distributed storage systems. 

MFS organizes data to maintain an optimal balance of data across all nodes and disk in the cluster. This is 
achieved by striping and mirroring data across the network, and by proactively rebalancing capacity usage 
across nodes in the cluster. 

 
 

Striping and Mirroring 

MxSP both stripes and mirrors (replicates) data to create data redundancy and maintain data availability 
during hardware failures and when data management policies are modified. 

MxSP always stripes data horizontally (stripe across all nodes in the cluster). MxSP allows you the choice 
to stripe data horizontally (stripe across all nodes in the cluster) or stripe data vertically (stripe within a 
single node). Data is then mirrored to retain availability. 

Horizontal striping is implemented during VM creation. The mirroring policy is also set during VM creation 
and can be changed anytime using the Modify Disk Policy wizard, 

 

 
 

 

Implementing horizontal or vertical striping is dependent on many factors. Generally, Maxta recommends 
keeping horizontal striping enabled (default action by MxSP) as it provides more data redundancy and 
availability. However, you may disable striping depending on your specific use case. 

 

Horizontal Striping 

Horizontal striping (striping data across all nodes in the cluster) is implemented during VM creation. 
Horizontal striping is also referred to as striping enabled. If striping is enabled, Maxta stripes data as 
widely as possible (maximum of eight stripes) across the nodes in the cluster. Each stripe is 1MB of data. 

Note: The number of replicas cannot be modified for a VM that is a clone or has dependent clones 
or snapshots since the new policy would affect the data layout of all parent and/or child objects. 

Note: The data moves associated with changes to data management policies can increase the 
used capacity of the cluster during the transition time when those policies are being implemented. 
For example, increasing the mirroring from 2-way to 3-way results in an approximate 50% increase 
of used capacity. Ensure that you have sufficient storage space prior to changing any data handling 
policies. 
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The data stripes are then aggregated into logical stripe sets. Each stripe set is then written to disks and 
nodes across the cluster as a member and its replica. 

 

 

The following diagram illustrates a striping-enabled cluster where: 

• Three stripe sets are mirrored, creating a member and its replica. For example, stripe set A1 has a 
member A1-r1 and a replica A2-r2. 

• File A has six members and replicas (A1-r1, A2-r1, A3-r1, A1-r2, A2-r2, A3-r2) striped across HDDs in 
nodes X, Y, and Z. 

• Striping and mirroring occurs across nodes. 
 

 

Figure 17: Data Striping Example 

 

Vertical Striping 

Horizontal striping can be optionally disabled. If disabled, then vertical striping is implemented. With 
vertical striping, data is first mirrored across nodes and then striped across disks within each node. The 
number of members in a vertically striped environment is equal to the number of available disks on that 
node. 

 

 

In the following diagram : 

• File A is mirrored on HDDs in nodes X and Y. 

• Members (A1-r1, A2-r1) and their respective replicas (A1-r2, A2-r2) are striped on each node. 
 

 

Figure 18: Data Mirroring Example 

Note: The following diagram and example describe a hybrid cluster. For an all-flash cluster, 
instances of SSD would be replaced with Resource SSD and instances of HDD would be replaced 
with Storage SSD. 

Note: The following diagram and example describe a hybrid cluster. For an all-flash cluster, 
instances of SSD would be replaced with Resource SSD and instances of HDD would be replaced 
with Storage SSD. 
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Data Relocation and Reconstruction 

When hardware is replaced or changes to data management policies are made, data is either relocated or 
reconstructed by the Maxta Object Manager. Object Manager is the primary component responsible for 
data layout within a Maxta cluster. 

Generally, data relocation is implemented for small data moves. For example, data relocation may occur 
when a disk is replaced due to disk failure or if there is a capacity imbalance in the cluster. Data relocation 
is simply moving an individual member to a new disk or storage pool. Conversely, data reconstruction 
is used for large data moves when new nodes or disks are added to the cluster, and when changes are 
made to mirroring policies. The data reconstruction process involves a file re-layout to meet the new 
parameters set by the change in environment. 

 

 
 

 
 

Data Relocation 

As noted earlier, data relocation occurs when small data moves are required, such as during disk 
replacement due to failure, and if capacity imbalance is detected in the cluster. During data relocation, 
data is moved while a disk is being replaced and when data is moved to other destination pools. For 
example, during disk replacement due to failure, Object Manager rebuilds data from the failed disk onto a 
copy, which is co-located on a good disk. I/O is uninterrupted to the co-located copy. When a new disk is 
added, Object Manager treats the new disk as unused capacity and takes measures to rebalance the data 
across the cluster. The following scenario is shown in the figure below: 

 

 

• File A has three members (A1-r1, A2-r1, A3-r1) and three replicas (A1-r2, A2-r2, A3-r2) striped across 
HDDs in nodes X, Y, and Z. 

• There is a drive failure on node Z, and the failed disk is replaced. 

Note: The following diagram and example describe a hybrid cluster. For an all-flash cluster, 
instances of SSD would be replaced with Resource SSD and instances of HDD would be replaced 
with Storage SSD. 

Note: The mirroring policy can only be changed for VMs that have not clones, and VMs that are 
not clones. 

Note: The data moves associated with changes to data management policies can increase the 
used capacity of the cluster during the transition time when those policies are being implemented. 
For example, increasing the mirroring from 2-way to 3-way results in an approximate 50% increase 
of used capacity. Ensure that you have sufficient storage space prior to changing any data handling 
policies. 
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Figure 19: Data Relocation 

Data relocation for the disk failure replacement scenario above occurs as follows: 

1. On node Z, the drive containing replica A2-r2 has failed. Object Manager rebuilds the data from A2-r1 
onto a co-located copy (A2-r2) on the same drive containing A3-r1. 

2. A new drive is installed on the same node where the previous drive failed. There is an imbalance 
in capacity usage per disk in the cluster. Object Manager moves data from the overutilized disk 
containing A3-r1 and A2-r2 to the newly added disk. In the diagram above, A2-r2 is moved to the new 
disk. 

3. Once the resync between A2-r2 on the overutilized disk and A2-r2 on the new disk has completed, the 
copy of A2-r2 on the overutilized disk is removed by Maxta Object Manager. 

What would happen if the disk was not replaced, or if instead of a single drive replacement, multiple disks 
are added to increase capacity of the cluster? 

• If the disk is not replaced, the copy of A2-r2 remains on the same drive containing A3- r1 with no 
adverse effects. 

• If a new disk is added to node X, if a new node is added to the cluster, or if additional capacity is added 
to each node in the cluster, MxSP then rebalances all data across the nodes to ensure that data is 
striped as widely as possible across the nodes. 

 

Data Reconstruction 

Data reconstruction requires the availability of additional capacity, at least equal to the capacity 
used by the original data layout configuration (VMDK or vDisk) plus, at least, the capacity for the 
new configuration, to maintain undisrupted service while data is migrated from the original 
configuration to the new configuration. For example, if your original configuration is 2TB and you are 
increasing from two to three replica copies, your new configuration will require 3TB of capacity. During 
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reconstruction, you will need at least 5TB of capacity to support the increase in replica copies. Once 
reconstruction completes, the 2TB from the original configuration is freed. 

 

 
 

 

As noted earlier, data reconstruction is implemented during large data moves when new nodes and disks 
are added to the cluster, and when changes to mirroring policies are made. The figure below depicts the 
following scenario: 

• There are six HDDs and two replica copies (originally), meaning there are three stripe sets. 

• File A has six members and replicas (A1-r1, A1-r2, A2-r1, A2-r2, A3-r1, A3-r2) striped across nodes X, Y, 
and Z—the original configuration consists of three stripes (A1, A2, A3) with 2-way mirroring (-r1, -r2). 

• The mirroring policy for a cluster containing nodes X, Y, and Z has been changed from 2-way mirroring 
to 3-way mirroring. 

• Because no additional disks have been added, the stripe width decreases from three to two. 

• Due to the large amount of data to be re-mirrored, the data is reconstructed rather than relocated. 
 

 

Figure 20: Data Reconstruction 

Data reconstruction occurs as follows: 

1. Maxta Object Manager creates the new data configuration and begins rebuilding the data. 

2. In the new configuration, file A is restriped and mirrored across nodes X, Y, and Z. Stripe width 
decreases from three to two. 

3. I/O continues the original configuration while data is synced between the original and new 
configurations. While data is syncing, the new configuration is marked as stale. 

4. Once the data sync has completed, Maxta Object Manager transfers all I/O to the new configuration 
and removes the original configuration. 

Note: The following diagram and example describe a hybrid cluster. For an all-flash cluster, 
instances of SSD would be replaced with Resource SSD and instances of HDD would be replaced 
with Storage SSD. 

Note: Data reconstruction is capacity intensive. Object Manager limits how concurrent 
reconstructs can take place and avoids pushing storage pools above 75% utilization. If data 
reconstruction cannot be achieved due to a lack of capacity, then Object Manager will delay the 
migration until more storage becomes available. 
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Removing Objects and Deleting Objects from Disk 

In MxSP, objects can be removed and deleted. Object removal and object deletion have different 
meanings. This topic discusses what happens when objects are removed and deleted. 

Object removal and object deletion are defined as follows: 

• Object removal - The object is removed from the MxInsight inventory. The object's data still exists on 
disk. 

• Object deletion - The object and its data are deleted from disk, thereby freeing disk space. 

Maxta's capacity-efficient, zero-copy snapshot and cloning technology do not require any up-front 
capacity reservation. The snapshots and clones do not consume any space on creation since child objects 
maintain references to the metadata of their parent VM. Due to the up-front capacity savings, deleting 
a parent object may not result in freed space since the parent's data must be available for the child to 
reference. 

 

Deleting from a VM/Snapshot Hierarchy 

The following figure displays a VM/snapshot hierarchy: 
 

 

In this VM/snapshot hierarchy: 

• If you choose the default option to delete virtual machine VM-1 and its snapshots, VM-1 and 
snapshots S1-S4 are deleted and VM-1's capacity is reclaimed. 

• If you opt to delete only VM-1 and leave its snapshots, VM-1 is only removed from inventory. Since 
the remaining snapshots refer to VM-1, capacity is not reclaimed. To reclaim VM-1's space and remove 
the snapshots, all snapshots must be deleted. 

 

Deleting from a VM/Snapshot/Clone Hierarchy 

The following figure displays a VM/snapshot/clone hierarchy: 
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When deleting a parent object: 

• If you choose the default option to delete virtual machine VM-1 and its snapshots, VM-1 and  
snapshots S1-S4, are removed from MxInsight's inventory. However, capacity is not reclaimed since 
clone C1 refers to VM-1. Since Maxta snapshots do not take up any space on creation, no space is 
freed when deleting the snapshots. Capacity can be freed by deleting clone C1, thereby enabling MxSP 
to delete the parent object, VM-1. 

• If you opt to delete only VM-1 and leave its snapshots, VM-1 is only removed from the MxInsight 
inventory. Snapshots S1-S4 and clone C1 are retained in MxInsight's inventory. Capacity is not 
reclaimed since clone C1 and snapshots S1-S4 refer to VM-1. Capacity can be freed by deleting clone 
C1, thereby deleting any data that was associated with clone C1. 

Additional capacity can be freed by deleting clone C1 and snapshots S1-S4, thereby enabling MxSP to 
delete the parent object, VM-1. 

When deleting a child object: 

• Any of the snapshots, S1-S4, can be deleted. However, since Maxta snapshots do not take up any 
space on creation, no space is freed when deleting the snapshots. The deleted snapshot is removed 
from MxInsight's inventory. 

• Capacity can be freed by deleting clone C1, thereby deleting any data that was associated with clone 
C1. 
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Appendix C 
Support and Other Resources 

 

 

 
Maxta provides 24-hour technical support, seven days a week. Support services include, but are not limited to: 

• Setup and installation of the Maxta Storage Platform 

• Solution configuration and optimization of the Maxta Storage Platform 

• Root cause analysis 
 
 

Contact Us 

Contact us by email or by telephone. 
 

 

Email: support@maxta.com 

United States: 

• Toll free: 1-844-4-4MAXTA, Option 1 

•   1-669-228-2800, Option 1 

International: 

•   UK: 020 3808 6615, Option 1 

•   China: +86-10-58224468, Option 1 
 
 

Documentation Feedback 

Your feedback on product documentation is important to us. If you have any comments or suggestions for 
improvements, send your feedback to support@maxta.com. 

Note: When contacting Maxta Support by email, please provide the Maxta support log, and both 
the Maxta support log file and VMware log file for Maxta issues with VMware. 

mailto:support@maxta.com
mailto:support@maxta.com
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how the Maxta Storage Platform works  The Maxta Storage Platform: An Overview 
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For information about... See... 
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